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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper examines three methods of determining a GPS satellite crossover point. 
One method is based on an iterative grid search algorithm. Two other algorithms are based on ana- 
lyzing a satellite orbit and then employing a multidimensional Newton-Raphson scheme. Tcial runs 
on each scheme nable us to determine important qualities uch as memory, speed, and robustness. 
These qualities are important for ascertaining the best method for finding the crossover point. 
Ueywords---Crossover d termination, Newton-Raphson applications, GPS. 
OVERVIEW 
Mot ivat ion  
The determination of a satellite crossover point is a task of ever increasing importance due to 
the continuing development and use of Global Position System (GPS) and schemes to improve 
GPS accuracy. GPS provides users the capability to make refined calculations of position and 
velocity [1]. Different schemes uch as differential GPS (DGPS) can improve the accuracy of 
GPS [2]. DGPS is a correction means wherein common GPS errors such as ephemeris errors, 
satellite clock error, selective availability (SA), ionospheric time delay, and tropospheric error can 
be eliminated. Elimination of such errors affords the user accuracy levels surpassing that available 
by ordinary GPS by orders of magnitude. Unfortunately, differential GPS cannot eliminate rrors 
arising from multipath, and thus eliminating such errors could result in even more accurate 
measurements. 
Multipath error arises from noise received by the GPS antenna when receiving a nondirect GPS 
satellite signal (Figure 1). Thus the receiver obtains from the same source both a direct satellite 
signal and a noise signal that has arrived to the receiver via a different route. The behavior 
is geometrical in nature and depends on the location of the GPS antenna, the position of the 
satellite, and the surrounding eography (such as buildings, trees, etc.). Successful elimination 
of multipath error is important in the success rate and reliability of solving cycle ambiguity in 
continuous carrier phase measurements [3]. Algorithms for resolving and mitigating multipath 
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errors in pseudorange measurements have been developed [4]. The algorithm is dependent on 
reliably and rapidly determining satellite crossover point. Therein lies the motivation for the 
following research. 
GPS Satellite 
Multipath GPS Signal -~  ~ 
Concrete Boilding / 
Figure I. Definition of multipath. 
A satellite crossover point (for a satellite pair) is defined as a location (azimuth, elevation) from 
a fixed ground position---our GPS antenna location--through which two satellites pass (Figure 2). 
Thus, it is a celestial location (as viewed from the ground) which both satellites occupy at some 
time in their orbit. GPS  satellite orbits are nearly circular at an altitude of 20183 kilometers. 
The crossover does not have to occur at the same time, but the azimuth and elevation must be 
the same to ensure the same geometry for signal travel. With the problem defined as such, we 
can proceed to developing a general solution to find a crossover point for a two satellite system. 
North 
East West 
South 
Figure 2. Crossover point in azimuth vs. elevation angle plot. 
Methodo logy  
Starting with ephemeris data for a pair of satellites, there are many routes to proceed. Clearly 
the simplest is to calculate the satellite position as a function of time and then convert the location 
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(with the use of a fixed reference point) to azimuth and elevation angles. Plotting the azimuth- 
elevation plots of the two satellites, one can determine, to first order, the azimuth and elevation 
of the crossover points. By examining an azimuth versus time and an elevation versus time plot 
for both satellites, one can determine, to first order, the time the first and second satellites reach 
the crossover point. The difficulty with such a method is that it requires considerable manual 
input, and its accuracy depends on how accurate one can make and resolve the plots. It would 
be more prudent and less tedious to develop a computer based algorithm to solve the problem. 
However, one should not ignore the relative simplicity of the above algorithm, for it provides us 
an opportunity to validate results. 
Still, many numerical methods are available. From the azimuth-elevation data and plot, one 
could perform a "brute force" search for crossover points using whatever grid search algorithm 
would seem most optimal. A search algorithm, similar to perhaps a quadrant search or some 
other optimized two-dimensional search routine, could be engaged. Using more and more refined 
grids as we approach a possible solution will enable the method to resolve solutions without too 
much unwarranted computation. Another method is to develop a model of the satellite orbit 
and attempt o generate a solution, perhaps an analytical closed form solution or a method that 
quickly converges to the solution, to the problem. Such an alternative depends on several key 
points. First, if very significant approximations are used, the approximations should not alter 
the satellite course too greatly so as to totally invalidate the calculated (approximate) crossover 
point. Secondly, it must solve the problem quickly. Then, if necessary, a search would then 
be performed on the full data with no assumptions. A numerical algorithm and two analytical 
methods hall be examined in this paper and the results of the methods hall be compared. 
P re l iminary  
Before proceeding, we must note that the orbital period for a GPS satellite is about 12 hours. 
However, since we are concerned with the view of the satellite from a fixed ground location, it 
is best to examine a 24-hour period wherein the satellite makes two full orbits and returns to 
nearly the original position, relative to the ground station. With this in mind, we limit our time 
in the search algorithm to a 24-hour period. This basically determines the operational limits of 
our algorithms. 
NUMERICAL  SEARCH ALGORITHM 
The numerical search algorithm employed involved a search algorithm that divided the sky plot 
(elevation-azimuth plot) of the satellites into grids based on various levels. The levels selected 
were such that with each iteration, the accuracy of the grid increased by a factor of ten. This 
is an arbitrary selection, though it makes the output and final level of accuracy relatively easy 
to determine based on our usage of the base ten system. The grid is originally made of blocks 
which are 100 by 100 degrees. Thus, six original grid blocks (Figure 3). 
The scheme employed works by the following process. First the 24-hour sky plot path of 
each satellite is broken up into a predetermined amount of points (evenly spaced in time for 
each satellite)--in the trial case the number of points numbered 220. A modified version of the 
SatellitePosition routine written in C by the Stanford Wide Area Differential GPS (WADGPS) 
Laboratory was used to determine satellite position and for evenly spaced values of time. These 
points are examined in order, and it is determined (through the use of selective rounding to 
nearest hundreds, tens, ones, etc.) which grid each point belongs in. No physical grids are 
actually created in the routine---what is made is a dynamically allocated array of a structure for 
the grid (the structure is called grid) that saves the azimuth and elevation of the grid along with 
the time of the point just previous to the first point that was in the block (start time) and the 
point just after the last point in the block (stop time). The rounded number is based on the level 
of accuracy--so for the first grid, the numbers were rounded off to the nearest hundred. Special 
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Figure 3. Initial gridding of azimuth/elevation (sky plot). 
provisions are made for the first and last point we examine. In this manner, one only knows both 
which grid blocks the path goes through and the start and end times for that traversion. One 
need not create all blocks--only the ones which the path enters. However, one azimuth-elevation 
block may be "defined" several times since a path may enter, leave, and then reenter a block. 
The procedure is coded in C, and to create the path blocks, one dynamically allocates enough 
memory for an array of a structure that contains the rounded off values of azimuth and elevation, 
as well as the start and stop times. 
In the sample grid (Figure 4), the following would occur. In the structure grid[n], start time 
would be set at the time for x0, stop time would be the time for x3, and azimuth and elevation 
would equal 0, 0. For grid[n + 1], start time = time of x2, stop time = time of x4, and azimuth 
and elevation equal 0, 10. Then grid[n + 2] has start time --- time of x3, stop time = time of xs, 
elevation and azimuth = 0,0, grid[n + 3] has start time = time of x4, stop time = time of xs, 
azimuth and elevation = 10, 0. If we choose the number of points to be much more than the 
number of grids, then the chance that we would miss a grid approaches zero. 
20 
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Figure 4. Sample grid. 
The blocking process is employed on two satellite paths, and thus, instead of having a set of 
azimuth, elevation, and time for N points per satellites, we have an array with azimuth, elevation, 
start time, and end time for M grids, where M is less than or equal to N. In nearly all cases, 
M is much less than N. A comparison is made between the two satellites, and the blocks that 
are common to both satellites are saved into an array. Only the start and stop time for both 
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satellites are saved for a common block, since the azimuth and elevation for the next iteration 
will be examined with a greater degree of accuracy and the time segment will be redivided. 
For a common block, the program uses the start and stop times to break up the path into a 
predetermined amount of points (evenly distributed based on time). The azimuth and elevation 
are then calculated and the path is again stored into the grid structure with the azimuth and 
elevation of the grid and the "start" time and "stop" time as defined above. The process is done for 
both satellites and a comparison is made again. The process is done recursively until one reaches 
a common point with the order of accuracy desired or there are no common (crossover) points. 
The recursive method also insures that the first common grid block from the first comparison 
is completely examined (to either conclusion) before examining the second common grid block 
from the first comparison. A diagram of the process is shown in Figure 5. 
initial 24 hour search period 
I 
separate data 
i ~ incerease accuracy by 10 into grid 
I 
grid for I [ grid for 
satellite 1 satellite 2 
compare (look for I " 
common grids) start ime, stop 
time, accuracy 
~ws 
Solution 
Figure 5. Flow chart of algorithm. 
At the end of each satellite pair comparison, the program filters out repeated crossover points 
(points that vary a few seconds in time from another) since they are essentially the same point 
and checks how many unique crossover points were found. If there are not at least four crossover 
points (theory indicates that there exists four), then another un is done with more points per 
iteration until there is a run where four are found. This allows us to optimize for speed and to 
ensure a complete solution. 
A test of the method was conducted using real data from a complete set of GPS satellites 
(25 satellites). The program was tested using the same data that it would use when actually 
being implemented to correct for multipath. With 25 satellites, a total of 1200 crossover points 
should be found (four for each pair, so [4 × 25 x 24]/2). 
The search algorithm was coded in C and compiled on Borland C /C++.  A DOS executable was 
created, and the program was conducted on a 486/66. The result was that the search algorithm 
was able to find every crossover point in the constellation with an accuracy of 0.001 degrees in 
both azimuth and elevation. The trial took approximately 3.5 hours to complete, and increasing 
the accuracy would have increased the run time even more. Therein lies the disadvantage of the 
algorithm--it requires a tremendous amount of processing to find each crossover point-- in fact 
it must calculate position, azimuth, and elevation at least 220 × 5 × 2 or 2200 times per satellite 
pair to find one crossover point with an accuracy of 0.001 degrees. The number is significantly 
more than that. The search is exhaustive, and the need for a great deal of processor time leads 
us to search for more efficient methods. 
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ANALYT ICAL  ALGORITHMS 
Newton-Raphson  Search  
Rather than crudely search the entire region systematically, one could develop a method 
whereby one can determine a parameter whose value would define a crossover point and use 
a secant, Newton-Raphson, or similar method to more efficiently locate the times. Using such 
knowledge, we can greatly reduce the amount of "searching" we need to perform, thereby im- 
proving the performance time of locating the crossover points. Such a result is dependent on 
being able to find such a parameter. 
In fact, we can deduce many such parameters that would aide us in locating a crossover point. 
For example, since we know that a crossover point is a point when the azimuth and elevation of a 
satellite pair are the same when viewed from the same ground location, we know that the vectors 
to the satellites must match. One method may be to find times when the vectors do match by 
finding when vector r l  equals k × r2. Another method may be to locate the times when the vector 
dot product of the two unit vectors to the satellites equals one. Another may be when the cross 
product of the two vectors is zero. The first method we will denote as the proportionality method 
since we are attempting to locate a single proportionality factor that scales all three dimensions. 
The second method will be denoted as the cosine method since a vector dot product is employed. 
In developing both methods, it turns out one can express the desired outcome (either finding 
where one proportionality value is adequate for all three dimensions or where the cosine equals 
one) in a fashion that is amenable for the use of a Newton-Raphson method. Thus, a development 
of the Newton-Raphson algorithm will be discussed [5]. 
Suppose we start out with two functions of our tl and t 2 variables for which we desire the 
roots. Thus we wish to find 
f l ( t l , t2 )  = 0, 
f~(t l ,  t~) = 0. 
We can employ a Newton-Raphson method to find the solution tl and t2 to the two equations if 
we could determine the derivatives of the two functions with respect o our variables tl and t2. 
Letting J denote the Jacobian of the derivatives of the functions f t  and f2, we can develop the 
Newton-Raphson method as follows: 
dfl dfl 
j -_ d$1 dr2 
dr2 dr2 ' Xi+l : xi - j -1  . f, 
dr1 dr2 
where [] f l  and xi = f= f2 t2 i  
Note that the derivatives can be found in several manners. One could differentiate the func- 
tions f l  and f2 and evaluate them. But since we are interested in the value of the derivative 
at a certain point, we could also employ one of several difference methods of approximating a 
derivative. Such a manner of derivative determination makes the method very akin to the secant 
method. 
The method thus determines what point to next examine. If the function is well behaved and 
smooth, we should converge to an answer quickly. We can evaluate the functions and when we 
determine that a particular value (tl, t2) is adequately close to the solution (perhaps the having 
the absolute value of f l  and f2 at (tl,t2) less than some small value epsilon), then we can denote 
that point as a solution to the problem. 
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Since we are examining a satellite for a 24-hour period, despite the fact that the orbital period 
for a GPS satellite is about 12 hours, we will get four '~¢alid" crossover points where either we 
can find a positive proportionality factor that satisfies the vector matching condition or where 
the cosine of the angle between the two vectors is one. Note that some of these points have 
negative levation angles which means they are clearly not visible from our station. In order to 
find all our choices, we need to determine all four roots. So the Newton-Raphson search must 
be employed four times. To guarantee that a previously determined point is not found again, 
we can employ a method known as either reduction of order or deflation to remove a previously 
discovered crossover point [6]. 
Reduction of order works by removing the previously found roots from the equation. Supposing 
that (tl0, t20) are a solution to the our equations f l  and f2 equaling zero, we modify our function 
to be f~ and f J ,  where f~ equals fi divided by (t: -t :o)(t2 -t2o). Our Jacobian will also change. 
If we have found another solution, then we have to alter our functions f l  and f2 again or just 
remove the new roots from f l  and f J  in the operation previously described. The Jacobian is 
altered once again. Reduction of order can be effectively expressed in the following algorithm. 
Operating on the satellite pair four times should locate all crossover points: 
= 
- 
f-/ f~-l 
dr;- I (t k i-: i-I - - t~ ) 
dtk [(tk- ~-~ t ,  - ty : ) ]  2 
dJ~- 1 
__df~ _- dt~ " ( tk  -- t~- l ) ( t~  -- t~ i - : )  _ f~- I  • ( t~ _ tk~-:)  
dtk [(tk - t~-l)(t~ - t~-l)] 2 ' 
where k = 1, 2 and k = (k + 1)rood 2, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (i th solution). 
P ropor t iona l i ty  Method  
Before proceeding in developing the proportionality method, we are interested in making a few 
approximations which may make the problem easier to develop. Approximations are important 
since they help simplify the problem and aide in the development of a quick analytic algorithm 
to solving the problem. The approximation that was used was one which assumes pherical orbit 
with the same period as the period of the satellite (meaning the radius equals the semi-major 
axis of the satellite's actual movement). Satellite movement such as inclination, argument of 
latitude, longitude of ascending node, and mean anomaly are all used--though uncorrected for 
changes uch as second harmonics. Such a treatment needs to be validated, though one would 
presume that the magnitude of the ephemeris error correction and the relatively small value of 
eccentricity may justify the assumption. 
The approximations employed by the procedure were verified as having little effect on the 
satellite's position. Modified versions of the SatellitePosition routine written in C by the Stanford 
Wide Area Differential GPS (WADGPS) Laboratory were used to determine satellite position for 
various approximations. Trial runs demonstrate that the effects were limited to at most a few 
tenths of a degree. 
Starting with the definition of a crossover point, one realizes that it is just a point in a satellite's 
orbit, that when viewed from a fixed ground position, this vector is equal in direction (though 
not necessarily magnitude) to a vector from the ground station to a point in another satellite's 
orbit. The effect is illustrated in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Proportionality method. 
SO, in matrix form our governing equation is: 
[ r l cos ¢1 
where 
Xl = rl  cos¢ l ,  Yl = rl sin¢l, and 
x2 -- r2 cos ¢2, Y2 = r2 sin ¢2, 
where K1 and K2 are the transform matrix from the satellite plane to local coordinates and Ck 
is the true anomaly: 
K1 = [90,3]- [90 - ~o, 2]. [A,3]. [-f~l,3]. [-11,1] = [a,j], 
K2 = [90, 3]. [90 - ~, 2]. [~, 3]. [ -~2,  3]. [- i2,1] = [b~j], 
~ = ~o + ~ " (t  - to~) - ~E  " t ,  
where 
~o: latitude of station, 
)~: longitude of station, 
fti: ascending node for ith satellite, 
~i0: ascending node of orbit plane at weekly epoch for ira satellite, 
~i: rate of right ascension for ith satellite, 
~E: earth's rotation rate, 
toe: ephemeris reference time, 
i~: inclination angle for ith satellite, 
[c~, n] -- degrees about the n-axis, 
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where the notation [a, n] is given by 
0 0] 
[c~, 1] = cos ol sin c~ , 
- sin c~ cos c~ ycoo0 -oOl 
21 = 1 , 
k sin c~ 0 cos c~ .1 
COS00~ 3] = - s o 
The solution of the equation can be made, though it is uncertain whether a close form solution 
exists. By assuming that the eccentricity is zero, we note, from orbital mechanics [7], that the 
true anomaly is equal to the eccentric anomaly and the mean anomaly, and so positions such 
as x and y locations can be made to be explicit functions of time. Otherwise, if eccentricity were 
nonzero, one would have an implicit formula for eccentric anomaly in terms of the mean anomaly: 
Mk = Ek  - e . sin(Ek), 
where 
Mk:  mean anomaly, 
Ek:  eccentric anomaly, 
e: eccentricity. 
The mean anomaly is directly related to time. And since the true anomaly is proportional to 
the value of the eccentric anomaly and since our position is calculated from knowing the true 
anomaly and the argument of the periapsis, it is clear that with nonzero eccentricity, we no longer 
have an explicit equation for position in terms of time. Without such an explicit function, we 
cannot analytically differentiate our equations, and thus we would find it extremely difficult to 
employ Newton-Raphson. 
Rearranging the governing equation, we get 
where 
Ck: true anomaly, 
Ek  ~ Mk = Mo + n . (t  - toe), 
E l  1" K2 = K~.  K2 = [il, 1]. [f~,, 3]. [-~2, 3]. [-i2, 1] = [c~j]. 
To calculate the location of the satellite both in the orbital plane and earth fixed coordinates, we 
need certain parameters. Parameters used for the calculation were: the length of the semi-major 
axis (actually, the square root of the value), mean anomaly (base value at toe), the argument 
of the periapsis, toe, the time rate of change of the ascending node (for both the satellite and 
the earth), the latitude, longitude, and location of the GPS antenna, inclination (base value), 
and time rate of change of the inclination. It is necessary to know the latitude, longitude, and 
ascending node for our transform matrices. 
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We can simplify the matrix equation into a set of two equations. To accomplish such a task, 
we begin by multiplying out the rotation matrix and solve for the proportionality constant k 
between the two vectors. One thing to note is that since we have a rotation matrix, we already 
know certain properties about the matrix. Foremost, a rotation matrix is orthonormal. The 
inverse of an orthonormal matrix is just the transpose, so we easily obtain the desired inverse 
matrix. We are only concerned about positive values for k, since negative values would indicate 
that one satellite is on the opposite side of the earth as the other and thus we could not view 
both satellites. Solving for k from the z equation we get 
-a33 • Rz k= 
g(x2, Y2) - a33" Rz' 
g(x2, Y2) = c21 • x2 + c~2 • Y2. 
We use this closed form equation for k which is in terms of tl and t2, the time of crossover for 
satellite one and satellite two, and insert it into the x and y equations. After the substitution, 
we can define two functions fl and f2 which is just a rearrangement of the x and y relations: 
fi(tl,$2) = k. [Cll - x2 + c12 • Y2 - a13" Rz] + C13 ' Rz  - X l ,  
f2(tl,t2) ---- k" [C21 " X 2 "~- e22-  Y2 -- a23" Rz] + c23 • Rz - Yl. 
Now that we have a pair of equations (fl, f2) explicitly determined by the variables (tl, t2), we 
can employ the Newton-Raphson method discussed previously. 
The output can be compared with known results to determine accuracy. In a trial of one 
satellite pair, the results demonstrate hat on any of the four crossover points, the error is less 
than 0.15 degrees. Noting that a satellite traverses 360 degrees period and that the period 
is approximately 43200 seconds, 0.15 degrees of error corresponds to no more than about 200 
seconds of error. This is an important fact to note since we are to use the result in calculating 
our actual crossover point. 
The next step is to use the complete satellite description and calculate the exact crossover 
point. A modified secant method used in calculating the true crossover point is done in a manner 
so that either the azimuth or the elevation of the two satellites are made to equal by assuming 
a linear relationship between time and the azimuth or elevation, respectively. The program first 
does the linear elevation time fit, then the linear azimuth time fit, then the linear elevation fit, 
and so on. It turns out that if we assume an error range of about 250 seconds in either direction 
from our calculated time from the proportionality Newton-Raphson method, we get results for 
azimuth and elevation that are corroborated tothe fourth decimal place. It is a rapidly converging 
method. However, the program clearly cannot account for all satellite rror, and accuracy greater 
than 0.0001 degrees is not necessitated. 
The same performance trial was conducted on the proportionality method. The result was 
that the C code accomplished the task assigned to a fair degree of accuracy and necessitated 
a run time of about 20 minutes. However, the method was not able to find a fourth crossover 
point in a few cases even after ten thousand iterations. The reason for this is due to a basic 
flaw in the problem formulation. In this problem, we are formulating a quantity k that is the 
proportionality factor between the length in the z direction of the vector from our station to the 
satellite. The proportionality factor does not hold for the other two directions, and only when we 
have a crossover point does the proportionality factor hold. Thus, we are calculating a quantity 
that, while physical, is not necessarily continuous nor well behaved, and we are examining an 
equation that is true only at the crossover points. Examining a plot of a normalized error 
(basically the root mean squared value of fl  and f2), we see that the error is not continuous and 
in fact has several spikes (Figure 7). These spikes are due to the fact that the values for k are 
not continuous distributed or well behaved. Examining a crossover point for PRN 1 vs. PRN 21 
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Figure 8. Plot of values for PRN 1 vs. PRN 21 (proportionality method, after three 
solutions found)• 
in which we had difficulty finding the fourth crossover point, we see that the error has "ripples" 
and there are many local minimums which makes it difficult to correctly find the solution to the 
accuracy desired (Figure 8). This difficulty occurs because it is possible to converge to any of 
the relative min imums rather than the one relative min imum that  is also an absolute min imum 
(i.e., error is approximately zero). So even if our guess is close to the actual solution, we may 
not (and probably will not) converge to the desired solution. 
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Having solved the problem in this manner leads us to the following conclusions. Using a solution 
that is based on the natural dynamics of the system greatly enhances our ability to converge on 
a solution rapidly. However, the caveat is that one should be sure to examine quantities that are 
well behaved throughout the search domain and whose derivatives are smooth. The lesson thus 
leads to the third method developed for solving the problem• 
Cos ine  Method  
A method developed by examining the vector dot product of the unit vectors from the ground 
station to the two satellites of interest would yield a better behaved function. In fact, intuitively 
one feels that the function should be smooth, and the plot of the dot product verifies our intuition 
(Figure 9). In Figure 9, one can easily identify the four crossover points as well as numerous 
relative maximums that do not correspond to a crossover point. First we need to locate the vector 
to the satellite in the same frame (a frame referenced to our latitude and longitude position) and 
then remove the component that represents the earth's radius to the referenced location so that 
we have vectors from our station to the satellites. The vectors are scaled by dividing through by 
the magnitude of the vector, and an inner (dot) product is taken and the result, denoted by h, 
is a value between 1 and -1 .  
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F igure  9. P lo t  of in i t ia l  error  values for PRN 1 vs. PRN 21 (cosine method)•  
The quantity we are interested in is the cosine of the angle between the two vectors or the 
vector dot product of the two vectors normalized by their respective lengths. 
So the governing equation is: 
( [00])( 
K1 • r l s in¢ l  - • K2 • r2sin¢2 - 
0 Rz 0 Rz 
h ~-- cos  ol --- [00] 
• rl  sin ¢1 -- • • r2 sin ¢2 - 
0 Rz 0 Rz 
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Figure 10. Cosine method. 
where 
Xl = rl  COS(~I~ 
Yl = rl  sin ¢1, 
x2 = r2 cos ¢2, 
Y2 = r2 sin ¢2, 
[[ I1: denotes the two-norm, 
c~ : angle between rt and r2. 
One can then examine two funct ions--the derivative of the unit vector product - -w i th  respect 
to t ime for each of the two satellites. So we have 
dh h(tl + At, t2) + h(tl - At, t2) 
- -=f l  ~ dtl 2 • At 
dh _ ,,~ h(tl, t2 + At) + h(tl, t2 - At) 
dt2 f2 2. At 
While the derivatives can be determined analytically if we used the same approximations as 
in the previous vector matching method, a simpler and more flexible means is the use of a 
central difference formula to determine the derivative. The utilization of central differencing is 
acceptable since the function is well behaved and smooth and a numerical derivative allows for 
the easy incorporation of location calculations that  takes into account he various perturbations 
that  we had neglected in the vector matching analysis. 
Finding f l  and f2, we can employ the same Newton-Raphson method to determine where f l  
and f2 are equal to zero. If that  point- -which is a local maximum or minimum--coincides with 
where h is approximately equaled to one (allow a same epsilon for discretization and computat ion 
error), then we have a crossover point. Otherwise, if we have a location where f l  and f2 are zero 
and h is not one, then one has found a relative minimum or maximum that is not coincident 
with a desire crossover point. If that  is the case, one would start the process over by selecting a 
different initial starting value. We can calculate the Jacobian by using central differencing once 
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more: 
d2h dr1 ~ h(t l  -{- At ,  t2) - 2. h(t l ,  t2) -t- h(t l  - At ,  t2) 
dt 2 = dtl  - At 2 ' 
d~h dr2 ,~ h(t l ,  t2 + At )  - 2 .  h(t l ,  t2) + h(t l ,  t2 - At )  
dt~ = dt2 At  2 ' 
h = djA = df  2 
dtl  • dt2 dt2 dtl  
,~ h(t~ + At ,  t2 + At) - h(t l  - A t ,  t2 + At) -- h(t~ + At ,  t2 -- At) + h(t l  - A t ,  t2 - At) 
4 • At 2 
[ d:1 d:2 
dt~ 
L -~2 dt2 
Now we solve the same equation as before and we can iterate directly to the solution. Again, 
it is desired that all four solutions are found without any redundancy. Thus, we can again 
employ the reduction of order process. We can get new functions f[ and f~ by knowing the old 
functions f l  and f2 along with the previously found solutions. Then we can calculate the new 
Jacobian and employ the Newton-Raphson method. 
The cosine method was also coded in C and tested on the same 486 platform with the same 
satellite data. It performed well and was able to locate all crossover points for the entire satellite 
constellation i  15 minutes. There are a few cases where locating the last point required more 
than 200 iterations, but this can be accounted for by the fact that there were other relative 
maximum and minimum values of h which are not equaled to one. While this method is quite 
similar to the previous method, the fact is that we are looking at a different physical quantity--a 
quantity that is valid and continuous throughout the entire search space. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The general results of all three methods are shown in Table 1. 
Table I. Comparison of crossover methods. 
Time for computation Accuracy 
Crossover Method Robustness 
(minutes) (degrees) 
Grid Search 
210 0.001 100% 
Algorithm 
Proportionality 
20 approx. 0.0001 95% 
Method (N-R) 
Cosine Method 
15 approx. 0.0001 100~o 
(N-R) 
After examining three different methods, the solution methodology for the problem is best 
conducted in a manner that utilizes our knowledge of the system. Using our understanding of 
the system allows us to formulate a method that is quicker than a search algorithm. However, 
one must be careful of which parameter(s) to examine and which parameter(s) to attempt to 
correlate. Trying to match vectors by a length factor k was useful, but it led to quite a bit 
of problems due to the fact that k was not a proportionality factor between the vectors except 
at crossover. The value of k could in fact go to infinity. Also, k exhibited a very unsmooth 
characteristic for some data points which led to difficulties in locating crossover points. Thus, 
another value--the vector dot product of the unit vectors--was examined because of its smooth 
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qual i t ies and the fact that  it lends itself readi ly to a Newton-Raphson method.  The choice of the 
quant i ty  allowed us to use an approximat ion to its derivatives ince function is smooth.  Thus, 
the cosine method yielded the best of both the previous methods: the robustness (the abi l i ty to 
find all crossover points) of the grid search algor i thm and the speed of the quickly converging 
Newton-Raphson method.  
The importance of developing a crossover determinat ion method is not that  we have solved for 
where a satel l i te pair crossover occurs but rather the appl icat ion of that  knowledge. The abi l i ty 
to quickly solve for all satel l i te crossovers enables the GPS unit to find t imes where mul t ipath  
error for two different satel l i tes hould be equal. Using the process outl ined by Kee [3], one could 
effectively use that  knowledge to el iminate mult ipath error. For a differential GPS  stat ion,  this 
means being able to t ransmit  data  that  is unbiased by mult ipath error. The stat ic GPS user can 
also now calculate GPS posit ion without the influence of mult ipath.  Speed is necessary to enable 
the correct ion calculat ions to be made rapidly, while robustness ensures that  we can correct for 
the entire constel lation. The abi l i ty to correct for mul t ipath  will enable GPS to achieve new 
levels of accuracy in positioning. 
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